
A Partner.  A Plan.

The new wireless  
state-of-the-art 

bedwetting alarm!

C A T A L O G



Like you, many parents face this common and often 
embarrassing situation. As a Pediatric Nurse Practitioner 
specializing in children with bedwetting, I started 
BedwettingStore.com to offer parents a 
permanent cure. 

Through our wide range of products and knowledgeable  
support team, we have everything you need to achieve 
dryness. Our alarms, vibrating watches, and bedding 
protection have been researched and family-tested for 
reliability, effectiveness and affordability.

This catalog provides only a glimpse of our offerings, so 
please visit BedwettingStore.com to find many other options 
and valuable customer reviews on just about every product! 
Have a question about what product to choose or about 
bedwetting in general? Your calls are always welcome. 

 

Renee Mercer, RN, MSN, CPNP 

Pediatric Nurse Practitioner 
President, BedwettingStore.com

At BedwettingStore.com
you’ll find

EVERYTHING 
you need for your child’s

bedwetting problem.

Convenient Shopping 
In the privacy of your home – online or over the phone.

Assistance from Bedwetting Experts  
Need help selecting an alarm? Visit our website for more 
product information. Chat or call for individualized help.
Call us toll-free: 800-214-9605

Big Selection  
Widest selection of bedwetting alarms and products.

Fast Free Delivery*  
Most orders are shipped within 24 hours to arrive within  
3-7 business days. Expedited shipping is also available. 

Low Price Guarantee 
We credit you the difference if you find a lower price anywhere!

*Free Shipping on orders over $100.



Wearable Alarms 
Wearable alarms have a small, 
plastic alarm box that attaches 
to the shoulder or arm, and a 
moisture-sensor that attaches to 
your own snug-fitting underwear. 
Alarms are battery operated, so 
there is no risk of shock. 

n  Malem Ultimate 
n  Malem Auditory 
n  Nytone
n  Clippo
n  Dry-Me

Pad-Type Alarms 
Pad-type alarms are a 
moisture-sensing pad that 
lays on the bed and sounds in 
response to urine. They require 
more moisture to trigger the 
alarm than wearable alarms.

n  Dry-Me Bed Mat
n  Malem Bedside 
 (view on website)

Wireless Alarms 
Wireless alarms transmit sound 
to a receiver across the room. 
Nothing is attached to the  
shirt, therefore making them  
a comfortable option.

n  Rodger Wireless
n  Malem Wireless
n  DRI Eclipse 

How Bedwetting Alarms Work
Bedwetting alarms are one of the most effective bedwetting 
cures available. They help your child learn to recognize a full 
bladder so their effects will last long after treatment.
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Alarms are a perfect solution for children 6 years or older who are not dry at night.  
Different features make certain alarms a better fit for your child.
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■n Consists of small sensor which  
is attached to briefs, and a  
wireless receiver

■n Uses child’s own underwear

■n Easy-Clip sensor detects moisture 
and attaches magnetically to 
waistband 

■n Sound alert comes from receiver  
(can be placed anywhere within 50’)

■n Small wireless Urosensor designed to be used with  
pull-up or small pad

■n Loud sound comes from 3” receiver; can be placed  
anywhere in room

■n Sensor has sealed battery that never needs replacement

■n Best alarm for use with pull-up

DRI Eclipse Wireless Bedwetting Alarm 

The DRI Eclipse wireless bedwetting alarm system is an easy-to-use alarm that 
works without wires. A small battery operated Urosensor is worn by your child to 
bed. When your child wets, the sensor detects the urine and transmits a signal to 
a small receiver that emits a loud chirping noise to alert you and your child. The 
Urosensor (urine detector) can be used with a mini pad, pull-up or sandwiched 
between two pairs of underwear. Simply cut a slit in the mini pad or pull-up and 
slide the Urosensor in place.

Battery Operated 
Urosensor

Receiver

Malem Wireless Bedwetting Alarm 

This easy-to-use Malem Wireless bedwetting alarm system makes it 
simple to be alerted when wetting occurs. For use with any of your 
child’s own underwear, this sleek, lime green wireless model is great 
for children who don’t like an under-shirt sensor cord or an alarm on 
the shoulder. Sound comes from battery-operated wireless receiver 
which can be placed on bedside table or dresser. Order extra receiver 
for parent’s room.

At bedtime, the Easy-Clip sensor attaches to the outside of close-fitting 
underwear. Once moisture is sensed, the receiver sounds continually 
until shut-off. Volume control dial on the receiver awakens the deepest 
sleeper, with 8 random sounds or choose one to play each night. 
Transmits up to 50 feet!  

“This has been wonderful. To my amazement, we 
had 100% success in just 7 weeks with no relapses. 
Thank you so much for this great product!!”

               Satisfied Parent – Willows, CA
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n  Wireless alarm with volume control
n  Quickest detection
n  No wires or cords, soft cotton underwear
n  8 random tones or choose your favorite
n  2 pairs of specialized underwear
n  Fits boys/girls in sizes XS-XL
n  One-year warranty

Now available with vibrating bed 
shaker and with dual receivers for 

both parent’s and child’s rooms.

Rodger Wireless Alarm 

The Rodger Wireless Alarm System is a complete dry-solution to your child’s 
bedwetting problems. Easy to use and easy to wear because the pants fit just like 
normal underwear. The difference is the invisible threads sewn into the garments 
that connect to two snaps near the waistband. At bedtime, your child attaches a 
small transmitter to these snaps.

The alarm plugs into any convenient outlet in your child’s bedroom, or  
can be operated with batteries. When your child wets a few drops, the Rodger 
alarm sounds. Additional underwear available, specify white or blue. Fits girls,  
boys and adults, too. A Bedwetting Store Exclusive!

Exclusive!RA00 Rodger Wireless Bedwetting  
 Alarm System 
 $129.95 
 Children XS, S, M, L, XL 
 Adult S, M, L, XL
RD00 Rodger Wireless Bedwetting  
 Alarm System with 2 Receivers    
 $169.95 
RVIB Vibrating Unit for Rodger Wireless  
 Bedwetting Alarm System 
 $25.00
RB00 Rodger Extra Pair Briefs 
 $19.95 ea. 
 Children: XS, S, M, L, XL 
 Adult: S, M, L, XL

Specify white or blue color briefs when ordering.

Superior Malem quality and durability insures parent 
satisfaction. Approx. 1 ½ “ transmitter (1, A23 battery) 
and 3”x3”x3/4” (2, AA batteries) wireless receiver.

M012 Malem Wireless  
 Transmitter/Receiver   
 $139.95
M012D   Malem Wireless Alarm  

System with 2 Receivers   
 $189.95

J-DRIE DRI Eclipse Wireless  
 Bedwetting Alarm   
 $152.00

MALEM®

1-800-214-9605
Call M-F: 8a-6p

Fax: 24/7
301-776-0716

Shop & learn more at
bedwettingstore.com

Free Shipping on
orders over $100

How to Purchase:



■n 8 sounds plus vibration

■n Sensor clips to outside  
of underwear

■n Alarm magnetically attaches 
to shoulder of pajamas

■n One-year warranty

How to Purchase:

Dry-Me Alarm 
DM18 Regular/8-tone $49.95 
 Yellow/With Melodies $59.95 
 With Bed Mat $84.95

Dry-Me®

Clippo Bedwetting Alarm

Uses 2 AAA batteries. Approx. 1.8x 2.5x0.8” 
RCAL   $59.95

Clippo®

nytone®

MALEM®

Malem Ultimate Bedwetting Alarm 
M041 Pink, 1-tone vibration $99.95
M042 Blue, 1-tone vibration $99.95
M043 Purple, 1-tone vibration $99.95
M044 Gold, 8-tones vibration $109.95
M04S Magenta, 8-tones 
 selectable w/vibration $119.95
M04SB Royal Blue, 8-tones 
 selectable w/vibration $119.95
M04SC Camoflauge, 8-tones 
 selectable w/vibration $119.95

Multi-Choice Recordable Alarm 
M017 Dark Blue, 3 recorded  
 messages, 20 melodies $149.95
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Kids love the kid-friendly covers!!

Kids can choose from 9 custom covers. This 
alarm has all the features –8 random sounds or 
choose your favorite, plus vibration. The sturdy 
sensor clips to the outside of your child’s own 
underwear. Alarm unit magnetically clips to 
pajama shoulder.

Clippo Alarm
Dependable, economical and easy  
to use, the Dry-Me alarm is a great value with every-
thing you need in one small package. The plastic clip-on 
alarm unit fastens comfortably anywhere on the shirt  
and features both 8 loud random sounds and a steady 
strong vibration to alert even the soundest sleepers.  
Yellow Dry-Me comes with 8 additional melodies.

Can be used with clip-on sensor or optional plastic mat 
that lays on bed.

Worn on arm, not on shoulder

This alarm is worn around your child’s upper arm using 
an adjustable arm band, and uses a sensor that attaches 
to close fitting underwear to detect urine. This alarm 
sounds and vibrates intermittently when the first drop 
of urine is sensed. Your child simply threads the sensor 
cord under the sleeve of their pajama 
top and down to the underwear 
for a comfortable and secure 
attachment.

Dry-Me Alarm Nytone

Nytone Alarm 
J-NYT-2   $89.95



Best Seller!

■n Most durable and strongest 
sound/vibration combination

■n Unique Easy-Clip sensor  
stays put on your child’s  
own underwear

■n 2-Step Turnoff  insures  
more wakefulness 

■n Choose from several  
sound variations

Sound, lights and vibration in one compact alarm! 

The Malem Ultimate combines sound and vibration to help wake 
even the deepest sleeper. The alarm is connected to a small Easy-Clip 
sensor which detects moisture and attaches to the outside of any 
close fitting underwear for boys or girls. Compact, lightweight alarm 
unit is attached to the shoulder and sounds/vibrates continuously 
until 2-step turnoff is completed.

Choose 1-tone alarm (purple, blue, pink), 8 random tones (gold) to 
prevent “auditory accommodation,” or Selectable alarm (magenta, 
royal blue, camouflage) for a choice of 8 random/selected sounds. 
Weighs less than 2 oz., includes 2 AAA batteries. Approx. 2.1x2x0.8”  

Malem Ultimate  
Bedwetting Alarm

Some research suggests that kids prefer hearing their parents’ 
voices come from their alarm. This revolutionary alarm allows you 
to do just that - 3 recordable messages, 8 pre-recorded sounds, 20 
programmed melodies, vibration and light to alert your child in the 
way that works best for him. Simply flip an interior switch to record 
up to 10 seconds, easy to re-record and change sounds. Thicker 
than the standard Ultimate alarm. Approx. 2.75x2.75x1.25”

Recordable Malem  
Multi-Choice Alarm

“We purchased the Malem Ultimate 
alarm for our daughter and it has 
literally changed her life. It’s been 
about two months now and she has 
not had a single regression. We are so 
excited and grateful for this product.” 

Lisa – San Jose, CA

Record your own sounds or 
personal message! Record and 
play up to 3 messages or select 

from 20 melodies.
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■n No sweat – it breathes!
■n Waterproof yet breathable
■n Protection from all liquid stains
■n Lightweight design – dries faster
■n Effective at preventing bacteria  

and dust mites

Waterproof covers that are noiseless  
and breathable!

Parents know it takes only one accident to spoil a good mattress 
or pillow. These premium mattress and pillow covers are the “gold 
standard” in bedding protection. The latest technology for breathable 
barrier fabric, these remarkable covers protect your pillow and 
mattress from all liquid stains, bacteria and allergens - factors that 
contribute to asthma, eczema, and rhinitis. Completely breathable 
and noiseless, the unique fabric makes this cover our most 
comfortable and quiet waterproof product. Machine wash, tumble 
dry at low temperatures.

Breathable Mattress Covers

Dry Defender
Protecting America’s Mattresses

TM

These breathable covers are fitted sheet style with 12  
inch depth, waterproof top and skirted sides.

Breathable Waterproof Mattress Cover
PBCT Twin 38x75x12”
PBCX Twin XL 38x80x12”
PBCF Full 54x75x12”
PBCQ Queen 60x80x12”
PBCK King 76x80x12”
PBCC California King 72x84x12”
Priced from $59.95
Zippered style available on website.

Breathable Waterproof Pillow Cover
PBPS Standard
PBPQ Queen
PBPK King
Priced from $19.95

Waterproof  
Bedding Tips
Waterproof mattress pads  
Why pick a plain mattress pad 
when you can choose a waterproof, 
antibacterial one? Choose a pad that 
uses a skirt so it stays securely in place, 
and is both absorbent and quiet.

Vinyl covers Zippered vinyl covers 
protect your mattress from spills, 
stains, dust mites and bed bugs.

Waterproof overlays These smaller 
pads are the ideal companion to 
your waterproof mattress pad. 
Overlays help make the transition 
from disposable pants to regular 
underwear. Place the overlay on the 
bottom sheet to keep bedding dry. 
After a wetting episode, simply remove 
one pad and put another in its place 
so your child sleeps in a dry bed.
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Blue Sky (pictured above)
Available in 2 sizes
WMD1 Regular 34x36” $24.95
WMDL Large 36x54” $34.95

Lumberjack
Available in 2 sizes
WMDL Small 24”x36” $17.95
WMDJ Regular 34”x36” $19.95

Blue-Sky Printed Underpad
Colorful way to protect your bed

Kids love this colorful way to waterproof their bed. Lies on 
top of the fitted sheet to protect mattress and bedding and 
absorbs up to 4 cups of liquid. Also useful for protecting sofas, 
car seats, travel beds and as a naptime pad. This 3 layer pad 
has a waterproof layer, an absorbent fiber fill and a soft cotton 
top. Can be washed over and over without fading or leaking. 
Buy two so you always have a dry replacement. Heavy enough 
to stay in place.

Odor-Eliminating Underpad
Removes odor on contact!

The fresh solution for protecting your bed from nighttime 
accidents AND the problem of urine odor.  This revolutionary 
underpad kills the odor-causing germs within 10 minutes  
of contact.  It is recharged with chlorine bleach each time you 
wash it.  The surface of this pad binds with the chlorine molecules, 
enabling it to kill 99.9% of all odor-causing bacteria. The 
waterproof back layer traps the fluid and prevents leaks. Our  
most popular has 18” tuck-in flaps to anchor it in place.

Available in 5 sizes.
1990H Small 23x36” $24.99
1994H Medium 32x36” $29.99
1996H Large 36x54” $39.99
1997H Medium (with 18” Wings) 32x36” $36.99
1999H Extra Large 36x72” $48.99

Reusable Waterproof Overlays
Wash the overlay, not your sheets

Conveniently keep bedding and mattress dry with this quality 
mattress protector. Replace the pad rather than the bedding 
to minimize your laundry chores! Just lay it across the bed 
(over the bottom sheet). The absorbent pad holds up to 4 
cups (more than an adult bladder can hold) of liquid and 
allows you to easily change pads and sleep comfortably 
until morning. 

Available in 7 sizes.
WM Small 23x36” Flat $12.95
WM Regular 33x35” Flat $15.95
WM Regular 33x35” Tuck-in $17.95
WM Large 34x52” Flat $20.95
WM Large 34x52” Tuck-in $23.95
WM Extra Large 36x70” Flat $29.95
WM Extra Large 36x70” Tuck-in $34.95



Daytime Wetting:  
Why Watches Work 
Timed voiding, which is a method of bladder 
retraining, has proven to be effective in 
reducing or eliminating daytime wetting 
issues. You and your healthcare provider can 
work together to create a schedule that your 
child can follow each day. In order to make 
sure your child sticks to her schedule, try a 
vibrating wrist watch that will discreetly alert 
her when it’s time to go.

Timed voiding watches are programmed to 
alert the wearer either at specific times (for 
example, at 10:30am, 12:20pm, and 3:00pm) or 
at pre-set intervals (for example, every three 
hours) that it’s time to go to the bathroom. The 
number of alarms that the user can set varies, 
so make sure and look at all vibrating watches’ 
descriptions carefully before purchasing. The 
vibrating alert lasts between 5 and 20 seconds, 
depending on model.

“Nothing seemed to help my daughter stay 
dry in the daytime. She began to wear the 
VibraLITE Mini and within the first week 
she had dry underwear and hasn’t had 
wet pants since. She just puts her watch 
on everyday and no one knows that it 
reminds her to go to the bathroom. 
What a difference your products  
have made in our lives!”  

Laura - Charleston, SC
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to vibrate up to 12 specific times per day, or set to provide 
reminders at fixed intervals (e.g. every 2 hours). This attractive 
watch has a discreet vibrating alarm for quietly reminding 
children or adults. The 12 alarm function provides flexibility 
in setting alarms at times other than fixed intervals, for when 
you need reminders at specific times throughout the day (e.g., 
8:35am, 10:15am, 12:10pm, 1:45pm, 3:30pm and 5:15pm).

Smallest vibrating watch available!

This stylish ultra-small watch provides children or adults with small 
wrists with discreet 20 second silent vibratory reminders that no one 
will notice. Setting up to 12 individual alarms is easy with the setting 
prompts displayed on the screen. Reminders at fixed intervals can 
also be set - such as every 1 or 2 hours. Notification flags let you 
know the watch is set correctly. Once set, a lockout feature prevents 
inadvertent changes. Choose from vibration only, sound only, or 
sound and vibration.

Malem Vibro-Watch S  
12 Alarm Vibrating Watch

VibraLITE Mini 12-Alarm 
Vibrating Watch

■n Set up to 8 timed reminders and forget about it
■n Lock the settings to prevent accidental changes
■n Comes in 4 stylish colors
■n Each watch includes 2 extra interchangeable 

watch bands and changing tool

■n Use when you need alarms at specific 
times or at fixed intervals of time
■n Features 12 independent alarms each day, 

countdown timer for an interval reminder
■n Available in 5 colors

■n Strong 20 second vibrating reminder

■n Features 12 daily alarms, countdown timer

■n Smallest size with easily adjusted band

Durable watch with extra kid-friendly bands

This stylish kid-friendly reminder watch is so cool that no one will 
know that it has a special function—to provide a discreet timed 
reminder. Set up to 8 individual times for the watch to vibrate, 
sound or do both. This watch vibrates discreetly for 12 seconds, 
making it hard for even the pre-occupied child to ignore. Its small 
size and fully adjustable vinyl band with multiple holes allows it to 
securely fit even the smallest wrists.

Rodger Vibration Watch Set

Available in 4 colors
R8VW Green Chevron  $49.95 R8VW Pink Chevron  $49.95

R8VW Blue Chevron  $49.95 R8VW Red Chevron  $49.95

Available in 5 colors
M1 Gray/White  $69.95 M1 Navy Blue/Black  $69.95

M1 Lt. Blue/White  $69.95 M1 Navy Blue/Lt. Blue  $69.95

M1 Pink  $69.95

Available in 6 colors
VMINI Purple Flower  $49.95 VMINI Navy Blue  $49.95

VMINI Orange/Black  $49.95 VMINI Black  $49.95

VMINI Pink  $49.95 VMINI White  $49.95



“This bedwetting Treatment Kit worked like a charm for us. After trying 
many other methods, this alarm and the book made all the difference to 
our 7-year old son. We used the overlays on top of his sheet. When he wet, 
all we had to do was replace it with a clean one. It took about 8 weeks of 
using the alarm every night but now he is totally dry. Thanks!”

         Helen - Orlando, FL

1-800-214-9605
Call M-F: 8a-6p

Fax: 24/7
301-776-0716

Shop & learn more at
bedwettingstore.com

Free Shipping on
orders over $100

Complete Treatment Kits
Our most popular items packaged  
for additional savings!

Treatment Kits contain everything you’ll need to be 
successful. Each Treatment Kit includes:
• Our Best Book: Seven Steps To Nighttime Dryness
• One of our best alarms
• Two Popular Waterproof Mattress Overlays

We packaged our most essential items together into 
one comprehensive kit - but you can custom tailor the 
Kit components to suit your specific needs!


